As I write this, "change" is occurring all around us. Be it in technology, medicine, communications or a wealth of other fields, change is occurring rapidly, with or without us. If you read the "Out of Bounds" editorial by Jack MacKenzie, CGCS, in last month's Hole Notes, you probably have an idea where I am going with this column.

Hole Notes is going electronic! It became official at the February 2011 MGCSA Board meeting. After months of research and discussion, we voted to jump into the 21st century. We will transition during the September, October and November/December issues of this year when both the hard copy and the e-format will be available. The electronic version will be fully implemented with the January/February issue of 2012.

I can hear the groans emanating from some members of our association. The survey we conducted last year showed a strong majority favored retaining the hard copy of our chapter magazine. The one variable we failed to track in this survey was the age of the respondent. From what I have seen and experienced regarding this topic, I maintain that age defines where one stands on this matter. There is a strong correlation between age and preference. On a personal note, I have to admit, at the age of 51, I prefer a hard copy to a computer screen version. We "senior" members prefer paper. It is a generational thing. It is that simple. But in the end, society demands that we conform or be left behind.

The reasons for going electronic are many fold as previously outlined in Editor MacKenzie's piece. The bottom line is that MGCSA must cut expenses to maintain financial viability during these trying and uncertain economic times. As membership participation revenues continue to decline, converting to electronic format should save our association at least $10,000 annually.

I am also aware of some concern among Affiliate members regarding the upcoming conversion and this is understandable. From my conversations with other regional chapters that have made the switch, it appears that most vendors do embrace the change within the first year. There will be a learning curve as advertisers figure out how to best utilize this medium to maximize their return on the advertisement dollar. In addition to having the ability to link to websites, webcasts and video from within the advertisement, circulation should increase because of the electronic sharing capability. Another plus is electronic ad copy never dies. It lives forever on the World Wide Web and search engines make old content retrievable along with associated advertisements. Even more important, advertisers will be able to track a variety of web traffic data for the publication and related advertisements. Overall, change can be unsettling, but at the same time, it can present new and different opportunities. All I ask is that you give it a chance.

* * * *

The MEGA Seminar on March 9-10 was a fantastic program! Thanks to Eric Counselman and Jeff Ische for putting this educational opportunity together.

- Until next month,
Paul Diegnau, CGCS